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SUMMARY

This paper describes a constitutive approach to model the behavior of rate-dependent anisotropic structured
clay. Rate-sensitivity is modeled using overstress viscoplasticity. Clay structure is treated as a viscous
phenomenon whereby the viscosity of the undisturbed structured clay is initially very high and the
viscosity degrades or decreases with plastic straining until the intrinsic or residual viscosity is reached.
A microstructure tensor approach is used to make the structured viscosity anisotropic; whereas, the
intrinsic viscosity is assumed to be isotropic. The behavior of the constitutive model is compared with
the measured response of two clays (Gloucester and St. Vallier clay) from Eastern Canada during triaxial
compression tests on specimens trimmed at different orientations to the vertical. The comparisons show
that the constitutive framework is able to describe the anisotropic and rate-sensitive response of both
clays. The response of the model is also examined for the more general case of anisotropic consolidated
triaxial compression and extension. Copyright q 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Soft clay deposits are widely distributed throughout the world, and consequently, many countries
build infrastructure on or in these difficult soils. During loading, undisturbed clay can exhibit
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engineering characteristics such as rate-sensitivity, drained and undrained creep, accelerated creep-
rupture and anisotropy [1–4]. Many of these characteristics have been attributed to microstructure
or structure, which refers to the effects of fabric and weak bonding between clay particles [5].
Furthermore, Leroueil and Vaughan [6] and Burland [7] have noted that structure has as much
influence on the engineering behavior of clay as other state variables such as void ratio and stress
history.

This paper describes a constitutive approach to model the time-dependent anisotropic behavior
of rate-sensitive structured clay at yield and failure. First, the paper summarizes the engineering
characteristics that are modeled. Then, an existing isotropic elastic–viscoplastic (EVP) constitutive
model [8, 9] is extended to include the effects of structure and anisotropy on the yielding and failure
of high void ratio clays with liquidity indices, LI, near or greater than one. The new constitutive
model utilizes non-linear elasticity theory, Perzyna’s [10] theory of overstress viscoplasticity, a
Drucker–Prager envelope, and an elliptical cap [11] yield surface. Structure is treated as a viscous
phenomenon by adopting a viscosity parameter, which is initially high and that decreases to
the residual or intrinsic viscosity due to plastic strain [12]. The initial structured viscosity is
made anisotropic using a tensor approach similar to that described by Boehler [13], Pietruszczak
and Mroz [14] and Cudny and Vermeer [15]; whereas, the intrinsic viscosity is assumed to be
isotropic. Finally, the theoretical response of the model is compared with the measured response of
Gloucester clay [16] and St. Vallier clay [2] corresponding to constant rate-of-strain (CRS) triaxial
compression tests on specimens trimmed at different orientations to the vertical. The response
of the model is also examined for the more general case of anisotropic consolidation followed
by undrained CRS triaxial compression and extension. The following sections illustrate a simple
constitutive approach capable of accounting for the influence of structure and strain-rate on the
engineering response of clays that exhibit rate-sensitivity and pronounced destructuring during
loading.

2. ENGINEERING BEHAVIOR CONSIDERED

The influence of structure is typically deduced by comparing the response of undisturbed clay
during loading to the response of the corresponding reconstituted or destructured material [7].
For example, Figure 1 compares the behavior of undisturbed and destructured Rosemére clay [17]
during isotropic consolidated drained (CID) triaxial compression tests. The influence of structure is
illustrated by the hatched area in Figure 1. For Rosemére clay, structure imparts additional strength
and stiffness to the soil skeleton above that of the corresponding remolded or destructured clay.

Figure 2 compares the corresponding response of Nicolet clay [17] during CID triaxial compres-
sion tests and CID triaxial creep tests. Figure 2(a) plots deviator stress, q, versus axial strain
corresponding to CID triaxial compression; whereas, Figure 2(b) summarizes axial strain versus
time during drained creep at constant deviator stresses of 74 and 54 kPa, respectively. The large-
strain post-peak strength for the tests in Figure 2 is 54 kPa. As shown in Figure 2, the additional
strength imparted by structure is metastable resulting in: (i) the specimen reaching a peak strength
followed by significant post-peak strength loss with large-strain (Figure 2(a)) and (ii) creep-
rupture at constant deviator stresses that exceed the large-strain post peak strength of the material
(Figure 2(b)).

In addition, most clays exhibit time dependency and rate-sensitivity during drained and
undrained loading. It is widely recognized [18, 19] that both the undrained shear strength, su , and
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Figure 1. Structured and destructured stress-strain response of Rosemére clay during CID triaxial
compression (adapted from [17]).

preconsolidation pressure, �′
p , of clay increase by 5–15% per order of magnitude increase in

strain-rate. Figure 3(a) illustrates the effect of strain-rate on the stress-strain response of Belfast
and Winnipeg clays [19–22] and Figure 3(b) summarizes the influence of strain-rate on the
undrained shear strength of both clays corresponding to axial strains of 1.8, 10 and 15% [22].
Referring to Figure 3(b), it can be seen that there is a linear variation of mobilized shear strength
versus strain-rate when plotted on a log–log scale. Such behavior can be described using a power
law [21, 22]. In addition, the rate-sensitivity, which is characterized by the slope � in Figure 3(b)
is the same at the peak strength and large-strain post-peak strength corresponding to axial strains
of 10 and 15%.

Adding further complication, the undrained shear strength of clay is typically anisotropic
[2, 16, 23] and [24]. To illustrate this, Figure 4(a) shows the stress-strain response of Gloucester
clay obtained by performing CIU triaxial compression tests on specimens trimmed at various
angles, i , relative to vertical [16]. Figure 4(b) shows the corresponding effective stress paths and
Table I summarizes details for these tests. Referring to Figure 4(a), the peak undrained strength of
Gloucester clay varies with the specimen orientation. In contrast, the large-strain post-peak strength
is essentially independent of i . Inspection of the effective stress paths in Figure 4(b) indicates
that all specimens reach the same critical state line denoted by Mc at large-strain, which is also
independent of the sample orientation, i . Similar behavior has been reported for other Eastern
Canadian clays such as Heron Road clay [16] and St. Vallier clay [2].

To conclude, Figure 5(a) and (b) show the influence of structure on the yield surface and
compressibility of St. Alban clay [25]. Curve I in Figure 5(a) corresponds to undisturbed St. Alban
clay. The yield stresses associated with Curve I were determined from a series of drained and
undrained triaxial probes on undisturbed specimens. Curve II in Figure 5(a) corresponds to the
yield surface of destructured St. Alban clay. Destructured clay was obtained by anisotropically
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Figure 2. Drained stress-strain-time response of Nicolet clay from Eastern Canada
(adapted from [17]). (a) Peak, post-peak response during CID triaxial compression and

(b) Creep-rupture during CID triaxial creep tests.

consolidating specimens (Ko=0.5 and 0.6) to induce high volumetric strain (8–14%). Then,
the specimens were unloaded (also Ko=0.5 and 0.6) and subsequently re-loaded using drained
and undrained triaxial probes to measure the destructured yield stress. Figure 5(b) shows the
corresponding response during CRS oedometer compression where it can be seen that St. Alban
clay reaches the intrinsic state at about 20% volumetric strain.
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Figure 3. The effect of strain-rate on the undrained shear strength of Belfast and Winnipeg clays (adapted
from [19] and [21]). (a) CAU triaxial compression tests with strain-rate changes and (b) Variation of

undrained shear strength with strain-rate and strain.

Referring to Figure 5(a), it can be seen that the structured yield surface of St Alban clay (Curve I)
is anisotropic and it appears to be rotated about the Ko- line on the �′

m−√
J2 plane. In contrast,

the destructured yield surface (Curve II) is much less anisotropic and an elliptical cap [11] that is
centered on the �′

m-axis of the �′
m−√

J2 plane can be fit through the yield points with less than
10% error. For St. Alban clay (LI=2.7), the influence of destructuration overshadows the effects
of induced anisotropy for the Ko-conditions examined (Ko=0.5−0.6). Such a behavior is likely
due to the high void ratio (2.4) of St. Alban clay. Similar behavior has been observed for St. Vallier
clay and St. Louis clay [2, 6], Atchafalaya clay [6], Bothkenar clay [26] and Onsøy clay [27].

In summary, the response of rate-sensitive structured clay is complex. The behavior is often
characterized by: (i) specimens that reach a peak strength during triaxial compression followed by
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Figure 4. The effect of sample orientation, i , on the response of Gloucester clay during CIU triaxial
compression tests [16]. (a) Stress-strain response and (b) Corresponding effective stress paths.

significant post-peak strength loss [1–3, 16] and [17], (ii) creep-rupture at constant deviator stresses
exceeding the large-strain post-peak strength of the material [1, 3, 17, 28, 29], (iii) rate-sensitivity
[1, 2, 18, 30] and (iv) a structured yield surface that is rotated about the Ko- line on the �′

m−√
J2

plane and that becomes approximately elliptical and centered on the �′
m-axis after destructuration[2, 6, 25–27]. The following section describes a simple approach to model these characteristics

neglecting induced anisotropy.
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Table I. Summary of triaxial tests on Gloucester clay [16].
Effective

consolidation
Sample Axial pressure
Orientation, Depth strain-rate Moisture Location in
i (degrees) (m) (%/min) �′

1 (kPa) �′
3 (kPa) content, wn (%) Test this paper

0 2.44 0.017 38 38 66.2 CIU Figures 4 and 12
30 71.6 CIU
45 67.3 CIU
60 72.0 CIU
90 70.3 CIU
0 0.017 48.3 33.7 65 CAU Figures 14 and 15
0 0.00092 67.3 CAU
0 0.00010 65.7 CAU
0 0.43 NA NA 73.1 UU Figure 14
0 0.086 71.9 UU
0 0.0093 71.8 UU
0 0.00093 71.5 UU
0 0.00010 70.5 UU

Note: UU—unconsolidated undrained, CIU—isotropic consolidated undrained; CAU—anisotropic consolidated
undrained.

3. CONSTITUTIVE MODEL

3.1. Hinchberger and Rowe (1998) model [8, 9]
The constitutive model is an extension of the Hinchberger and Rowe model [8, 9], which has
a yield surface defined by the elliptical cap [11] yield function and a Drucker–Prager envelope.
Figure 6 shows the yield surface and other characteristics of the model, which are summarized
below. It is noted that references [31–33] describe other EVP models for clayey soils.

The EVP constitutive equation is

ε̇ij= ε̇eij+ ε̇
vp
ij = ε̇ij

2G
+ �

3(1+e)

�̇′
m

�′
m

�ij+ 1

�
〈�(F ′)〉

[
�F
��′

ij

]
(1)

where ε̇ij is the strain-rate tensor, ṡij is the deviatoric stress tensor, �′
m is the mean effective stress

(�′
m = p′= tr(�′)/3), �ij is Kronecker’s delta, G is the stress-dependent shear modulus, � is the

slope of the e− ln(�′
m) curve in the over-consolidated stress range, e is the void ratio, � is a

phenomenological viscosity parameter, and �F/��′
ij is the normalized plastic potential assuming

associated plastic flow. In the elastic stress range, the material response is assumed to be non-linear
elastic (E=3(1−2v)(1+e)�′

m/�) according to Modified Cam Clay theory [34, 35]; whereas, the
plastic response is assumed to be time-dependent according to Perzyna’s [10] theory of overstress
viscoplasticity.
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Figure 5. The influence of structure on the yielding of St. Alban clay (adapted from [3, 25]). (a) Normalized
yield curves and (b) Structured and intrinsic oedometer compression curves.

Figure 6 shows the modeled yield surface and critical state line on the �′
m −√

2J2 plane. First,
the critical state line is defined using a Drucker-Prager envelope,

F=√
2J2−Mc�

′
m =0 (2)
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Figure 6. Yield surface, critical state and plastic potential-extended Hinchberger and Rowe model [8].

where J2 is the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor (J2= (s : s)/2) and Mc is the slope
of the critical state line. In relation to the p′−q plane,

√
2J2=√

2/3q, and Mc=√
2/3M , where

q=�′
1−�′

3 and M is the slope of the critical state line on the p′−q plane. In the normally
consolidated (NC) stress range, the elliptical cap [11] yield surface is used, viz.

Fy = (�′
m−l)2+2J2R

2−(�′(s)
my −l)2=0, (3)

where R is the yield surface aspect ratio (see Figure 6), l and Mcl are the �′
m- and

√
2J2-coordinates

of the top of the cap, and �′(s)
my is the intercept of (3) with the �′

m-axis. Since, the top of the cap
intersects the critical state line represented by (2), then

l=�′(s)
my /(RMc+1). (4)

In the over-consolidated (OC) stress range, the yield function [36] is
Fy =√

2J2−�(�′
m+c)+�(�′

m+c)2=0. (5)

where �=2Mcl/(l+c), �=Mcl/(l+c)2, l is an elliptical cap parameter and c is shown in Figure 6.
Equations (3)–(5) define a continuous yield surface in �′

m−√
2J2 stress space that is assumed to

harden isotropically due to plastic volumetric strain, ε
vp
vol, viz.

��′(s)
m = (1+e)

(	−�)
�′(s)
my �ε

vp
vol (6)

In the EVP model, a static or reference yield surface is used to define the transition from
rate-independent elastic behavior to rate-dependent viscoplastic behavior. The static yield surface
is defined using (3)–(5) corresponding to c=0 and the isotropic yield stress, �′(s)

my . The superscript
(s) denotes the static yield surface. Unlike plasticity theory, however, the stress state in EVP theory
is permitted to exceed the static yield surface as depicted by Point A in Figure 6. For Point A, the
plastic strain-rate is calculated by defining a dynamic yield surface using (3)–(5) with intercept
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�′(d)
my that passes through point A. The superscript (d) denotes dynamic. The corresponding rate of

plastic flow is then

ε̇
vp
ij = 1

�
〈�(F)〉

[
�F
��′

ij

]
(7)

where �(F) is

�(F)= (�′(d)
my /�′(s)

my )n−1

0
for

F>0

F�0
. (8)

In (8), overstress is defined by the ratio �′(d)
my /�′(s)

my similar to Adachi and Oka [33] and the exponent
n governs the rate-sensitivity of the material. As such, the viscosity parameter, �, and the power
law flow function, �(F) govern the plastic strain-rate and the relative magnitude of the principle
components of plastic strain are defined by the plastic potential �F/��′

ij, which is derived as a unit

vector on the �′
m−√

2J2 plane assuming associated flow. Furthermore, from Equations (1)–(8), it
can be shown that �=1/n=C�/(Cc−Cr ), where C� is the coefficient of secondary compression,
and Cr and Cc are from incremental oedometer tests and commonly referred to as the recompression
and compression indices, respectively.

Since �(F) is a power law, the Hinchberger and Rowe [8, 9] model defines a linear variation of
constant volume undrained shear strength, su , preconsolidation pressure, �′

p , and isotropic yield

stress, �′(d)
my , versus strain-rate in log-log space as illustrated in Figure 7. The static yield surface

corresponding to Equations (3)–(5) and �′(s)
my and the fluidity, �−1, define the minimum strain-rate

for time-dependent behavior (see Points A in Figure 7). For CRS loading, the plastic strains are
time-independent if the strain-rate is less than about �−1 and time-dependent if the strain-rate
exceeds �−1. Qu et al. [20] summarize the response of 20 clays that exhibit behavior consistent
with that depicted in Figure 7. Furthermore, based on data summarized in References [20] and
[37], the parameter � is typically in the order of 109s. In the following sections, the model is
extended to account for structure and anisotropic structure.

3.2. Modification for structure (Hinchberger and Qu [12])
Burland [7] suggested that the engineering behavior of structured clay can be described with
reference to the remolded or intrinsic state. Accordingly, it has been hypothesized in reference
[12] that clay structure is a viscous phenomenon that can be defined in terms of the intrinsic and
structured viscosities viz.


o= (�s/�i )
1/n (9)

where 
o is the initial structure parameter, �s is the viscosity of the undisturbed structured clay,
�s is the viscosity of the clay at the intrinsic state, and n is the power law exponent in (8). The
structured soil viscosity is higher than the intrinsic viscosity and consequently 
o�1 (Note: the
fluidity is 1/�).

Next, the viscosity of the structured clay, �s , is assumed to degrade with increasing plastic
strain until the intrinsic viscosity, �i , is reached. This process is commonly referred to as
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Figure 7. Variation of undrained shear strength and preconsolidation pressure versus strain-rate [20].
(a) Triaxial compression; (b) Undrained shear strength versus strain-rate; (c) Oedometer compression;

and (d) Preconsolidation pressure versus strain-rate.

destructuration (e.g. [25, 38] and [39]). In the extended EVP model, destructuration is assumed to
occur exponentially as a function of damage strain, viz.

�(εd)=�i +(�s−�i )e
−�dεd (10)

where �d controls the rate-of-destructuration and the damage strain, εd , is from [38]

dεd =
√

(1−A)(dεvpvol)
2+A(dεvps )2. (11)

In (11), A is a weighting parameter (assumed to be 0.5) and ε
vp
vol and ε

vp
s are plastic volumetric and

octahedral shear strains (
√
3�oct), respectively. It is noted that, if shear banding (strain localization)

is not accounted for in the FE model, then the parameter �d is higher for stress paths that cause
shear failure than for stress paths such as isotropic and Ko compression, which cause yielding (see
Reference [12]). Incorporating (9)–(11) into the Hinchberger and Rowe [8, 9] model results in an
EVP model for structured clay. The viscoplastic strain-rate tensor for such a model is,

ε̇
vp
ij = 1

�(εd)
〈�(F)〉

[
�F
��′

ij

]
. (12)
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Figure 8(a)–(c) illustrates the theoretical behavior of the EVPmodel during CIU triaxial compres-
sion, which is described in this section. First, after isotopic consolidation (see point 1 in Figure 8(a)),
CRS triaxial compression will cause the effective stress path to move within the yield surface
from point 1 to 2 where first yielding occurs. With continued compression, the structured soil
skeleton will undergo time-dependent plastic straining and the stress path will move from 2 to 3
resulting in overstress. However, from points 2 to 3, the plastic strain-rate is negligible due to
the high structured viscosity and the resultant material behavior remains essentially elastic (see
Figure 8(b)).

At point 3, the overstress and consequent plastic strain-rate are high enough to cause significant
destructuring to occur. From point 3 to 4, there is stabilization of the overstress during which
the peak strength is reached. From point 4 to 5, the damage rate is high and there is significant
reduction of overstress (stress-relaxation) due to shear thinning or degradation of the soil viscosity
(see Figure 8(c)). As compression continues, it is assumed that eventually the plastic strain causes
the viscosity of the soil skeleton to reach the intrinsic viscosity; although this state may not be
reached during triaxial compression.

Figure 9 illustrates the resultant constitutive response for drained CRS oedometer compression
and CRS undrained triaxial compression tests. Similar to the unstructured EVP model, there is a
linear variation of: (i) peak undrained shear strength, sup, (ii) large-strain post-peak undrained shear
strength, sui , and (iii) structure preconsolidation pressure, �′

ps, versus strain-rate on a log–log plot.
From Equations (1)–(12), it can be shown that the initial structure parameter, 
o, is approximately
equal to


o= sup/sui , (13)

or


o=�′
ps/�

′
pi (14)

where �′
pi is the intrinsic preconsolidation pressure (see Figure 9). Equations (13) and (14) are

derived in the Appendix. Clays that behave according to Figure 9 are described in References [1, 19]
and [29]. In addition, Reference [12] describes the application of the structured model to
St. Jean Vianney clay corresponding to undrained CRS triaxial compression, CRS drained
oedometer compression, and undrained constant stress creep-rupture tests.

3.3. Extension for transverse isotropy

If the structure is assumed to be anisotropic, then in accordance with [13–15] and [40], the relative
distribution of microstructure can be characterized using a microstructure tensor of the form

aTij =
⎡
⎢⎣
1−�/2 0 0

0 1−�/2 0

0 0 1+�

⎤
⎥⎦ (15)

where the superscript T denotes transverse isotropy. The parameter � is a constitutive parameter
that is zero for the case of isotropy and increases as the degree of anisotropy increases. Given
(15), the influence of the loading direction relative to the material axes can be taken into account
by deriving an anisotropic scalar parameter, �∗, which is obtained by projecting �′2

ij , onto the

microstructure tensor aTij . The diagonal components of �2ij (L
2
1, L

2
2 and L2

3) representing the resultant
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Figure 8. Theoretical response of structured EVP model during CIU triaxial compression. (a) Stress path;
(b) Stress-strain response; and (c) Structure parameter.

stresses on each of the principal planes of orthotropy are,

L2
1 = �′2

xx+�′2
xy+�′2

xz

L2
2 = �′2

yx+�′2
yy+�′2

yz

L2
3 = �′2

zx+�′2
zy+�′2

zz.

(16)
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Figure 9. Variation of the undrained strength and preconsolidation pressure versus strain-rate for the
structured EVP model [12]. (a) Triaxial compression; (b) Undrained shear strength versus strain-rate;

(c) Oedometer compression; and (d) Preconsolidation pressure versus strain-rate.

and the anisotropic scalar parameter, �∗, is

�∗ = tr(āTij �
′2
ij )/tr(�

′2
ij )=1−�ijli l j (17)

where li = Li/

√
L2
1+L2

2+L2
3. The average value of �∗ is one and the parameter �ij defines

deviations of �∗ from a sphere of unit radius (see Reference [40]). For a vertically orientated
(i=0◦) specimen subject to an axisymmetric triaxial stress state, (17) simplifies to

�∗ =

(
1− �

2

)
L2
1+

(
1− �

2

)
L2
2−�L2

3

L2
1+L2

2+L2
3

. (18)

Next, the anisotropic parameter, �∗, can be used to make the initial structure anisotropic, viz.


o(�
∗)=�∗(�s/�i )1/n, (19)
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This results in the following state-dependent viscosity

�(εd ,�
∗)=�i +[(�∗)n�s −�i ]e−�dεd . (20)

and the corresponding state-dependent structure parameter is


(εd ,�
∗)= (1+[(�∗)n�s/�i −1]e−�dεd )1/n. (21)

Incorporating Equations (18)–(21) into the EVP model gives an anisotropic structured EVP model
with the following viscoplastic strain-rate tensor

ε̇
vp
ij = 1

�(εd ,�∗)

〈(
�′(d)
my /�′(s)

my

)n−1
〉[ �F

��′
ij

]
. (22)

Table II summarizes the extensions made to the Hinchberger and Rowe [8] model.

3.4. Limitations of the model

The primary advantage of the constitutive model described above is its simplicity. However, the
simplicity comes with two limitations, which for certain circumstances may be significant if not
taken into account. First, the yield surface and failure criterion are isotropic functions with a
circular trace on deviatoric planes as depicted by Curve I in Figure 10. In contrast, soils are
typically stronger in compression than in extension similar to that depicted by Curve II in Figure 10.
The use of a circular trace on deviatoric planes can have implications during the analysis of
plane-strain problems where it is well established that using Mc from compression tests (i=0◦)
in conjunction with a Drucker–prager envelope can lead to over prediction of the collapse height
of long embankments by about 15% [41]. The error introduced by this limitation, however, can
be minimized if Mc is taken as the average slope of the critical state line in compression and
extension (Curve III in Figure 10).

Second, the plastic potential function is also isotropic due to the assumption of normality.
As such, although the structured strength in the EVP model is anisotropic, specimens loaded in
compression or extension will have the same principle plastic strain-rate directions irrespective of
the sample orientation, i . The general implications of this are unknown; however, the laboratory
tests examined below in Section 5 are dominated by the model response and clay behavior at
or near to critical state corresponding to constant volume shear. As such, the impact of using an
isotropic plastic potential function is considered to be insignificant. It is possible to remove the
second limitation by modifying the yield surface equations using approaches described in papers
[42–48].

4. NUMERICAL PROCEDURES

4.1. Finite element (FE) calculations

This paper compares calculated and measured behavior for Gloucester and St. Vallier clays during
CRS triaxial compression tests (CIU) on specimens trimmed at different inclinations, i , relative
to the vertical. The triaxial tests were performed on high-quality triaxial specimens trimmed from
block samples and using consolidation stresses less than the in situ overburden stress. As such,
the response is considered to be close to that of the undisturbed structured material. The measured
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Figure 10. Trace on deviatoric planes.

Table III. Constitutive parameters for Gloucester clay.

Parameter Value

Initial void ratio, e 1.8
Damage exponent, �d 0.8

Static yield surface intercept �′(s)
my , (kPa) 48.5

Visoplastic strain-rate exponent, n 30
Mc 1.20
Poisson’s ratio, v 0.3
Recompression index, � 0.02
Compression index, 	 0.63
Aspect ratio of elliptical cap, R 2.5
A (weighting parameter) 0.5
� 0.15
Structured viscosity, �s , (s) 9×109

Intrinsic viscosity, �i , (s) 3.5×105

response of Gloucester clay is from Law [16]; whereas, the response of St. Vallier clay comes
from Lo and Morin [2]. Both Gloucester and St. Vallier clay were chosen to evaluate the model
since these are the only clays reported in the literature that have had tests done to characterize the
effects of both strain-rate and sample orientation.

The calculated behavior reported below in Section 5 was obtained using the FE program
AFENA [49], which has been modified by the authors to account for time-dependent plasticity and
structure. The constitutive parameters, which are summarized in Tables III and IV, were estimated
directly from conventional laboratory tests on the corresponding clay. References [12, 20] and [21]
describe how to obtain the material parameters. For each triaxial compression test, a FE analysis
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Table IV. Constitutive parameters for St. Vallier clay.

Parameter Value

Initial void ratio, e 1.6
Damage exponent, �d 1

Static yield surface intercept �′(s)
my , (kPa) 70

Visoplastic strain-rate exponent, n 16
Mc 1.85
Poisson’s ratio, v 0.3
Recompression index, � 0.01
Compression index, 	 0.65
Aspect Ratio of elliptical cap, R 1.8
A (weighting parameter) 0.5
� 0.3
Structured viscosity, �s , (s) 4.2×1011

Intrinsic viscosity, �i , (s) 1.0×106

Figure 11. Calculated and measured variation of peak and post-peak undrained shear strength versus
sample orientation for Gloucester clay [16].

was performed starting from the stress state after consolidation. The FE mesh comprised 24 6-noded
linear strain triangles and calculations were performed assuming axisymmetric geometry. The
specimen was loaded by prescribing displacements to the top of the mesh at a rate corresponding to
the CRS reported for the test being analyzed. The top and bottom mesh boundaries were assumed
to be smooth and rigid (friction was neglected), which resulted in uniform strain in the specimens
during simulation of each test. As a result, the strain-softening response given by the model is due
entirely to the constitutive parameters as opposed to numerically induced strain localization in the
elements. Figures 11–15 summarize the FE calculations for Gloucester clay and Figures 16–19
summarize St. Vallier clay.
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Figure 12. Calculated and measured behavior of Gloucester clay versus specimen orientation during CIU
triaxial compression tests (Lab data from [16]). (a) Stress-strain curves and (b) Excess pore pressures.

5. EVALUATION

5.1. Calculated and measured response—Gloucester clay

CRS CIU triaxial compression tests were performed on specimens of Gloucester clay [16] trimmed
at 0◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦ and 90◦ to the vertical. Figure 11 compares: (i) the measured and calculated
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Figure 13. Improved agreement between calculated and measured excess pore pressure using
cross-anisotropic elasticity for Gloucester clay (Lab data from [16]). (a) Stress-strain curves and excess

pore pressures and (b) Stress path.

peak undrained shear strength versus sample orientation, i , (ii) measured and calculated post-peak
strength at 8% axial strain, and (iii) the calculated intrinsic strength at 20% axial strain. The
intrinsic strength was assumed in the FE interpretation even though it is difficult to reach such a
state in a triaxial apparatus.
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Figure 14. The influence of strain-rate on calculated and measured undrained shear strength
of Gloucester clay (Lab data from [16]).

Figure 15. The influence of strain-rate during CAU triaxial tests on Gloucester clay (Lab data from (16)).

Referring to Figure 11, it can be seen that both the measured and calculated peak undrained
shear strength of Gloucester clay are strongly anisotropic. In general, the peak strength of vertical
specimens (i=0◦) is typically 40% higher than for horizontal specimens (i=90◦). At the peak
strength, there is good agreement between the calculated (solid lines) and measured (symbols)
undrained shear strength versus i . At an axial strain of 8%, the measured strength of Gloucester
clay is only slightly lower than the calculated strength for all values of i . At the intrinsic state,
which is reached at 20% axial strain (assumed), the theoretical strength of Gloucester clay is
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Figure 16. Calculated and measured peak undrained shear strength of St. Vallier clay during CIU triaxial
tests versus sample orientation, i (Data from [2]).

Figure 17. Response of vertical and horizontal specimens of St. Vallier clay (Data from [2]).

isotropic. In general, Figure 11 shows reasonable agreement between the calculated and measured
variation of peak and post-peak strength for all sample orientations, i .

Figure 12 compares the calculated and measured (i) deviator stress (q=�1−�3) versus axial
strain and (ii) excess pore pressure versus axial strain corresponding to the test results summarized
in Figure 4 (see also Table I). Figure 13 focuses on the behavior of vertical (i =0◦) and horizontal
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Figure 18. Calculated and measured stress paths for vertical and horizontal specimens
of St. Vallier clay (Data from [2]).

Figure 19. Calculated and measured undrained shear strength of St. Vallier clay
versus strain-rate (Data from [2]).

specimens (i =90◦) and shows the corresponding stress paths. Referring first to Figure 12, the
general agreement between measured and calculated behavior during CIU triaxial compression tests
is considered to be adequate. The main differences between measured and calculated behavior are:
(i) the measured rate of strain-softening is higher than the calculated rate for specimens trimmed at
i of 0◦ and 30◦ and (ii) there are differences in the order of 15% between measured and calculated
excess pore pressures in the elastic stress range. The latter is best seen by comparing the calculated
and measured stress paths in Figure 13(b). In spite of these differences, the theoretical response
is considered to be reasonable notwithstanding the impact of natural variation on the measured
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response. However, as discussed below in reference to Figure 13, it is possible to improve the
calculated behavior by using cross-anisotropic elastic theory.

Referring to Figure 13, in accordance with Graham and Houlsby [50], an anisotropic elastic
parameter, �= Ev/Eh , can be derived from deviation of the stress path from the vertical isotropic
stress path for i =0◦. Notably, Ev and Eh are the vertical and horizontal elastic modulus, respec-
tively. For Gloucester clay, the anisotropic elastic parameter, �, is approximately 1.6 assuming
Poisson’s ratio is 0.3. Subsequent, re-analysis of the CIU triaxial tests using cross-anisotropic
elastic theory in the EVP model gives the stress path labeled Curve ‘2’ in Figure 13(b), where it
can be seen that accounting for cross-anisotropic elasticity produces a calculated stress path that
is very close to that measured during CRS CIU triaxial compression for i =0◦. The deviator stress
versus axial strain response is not significantly changed by adopting anisotropic elastic parameters.

To conclude, Figures 14 and 15 summarize the effect of strain-rate on the stress-strain and pore
pressure response of Gloucester clay during CRS triaxial compression tests. Figure 14 compares
calculated and measured undrained shear strength versus strain-rate. The measured response was
obtained from a combination of UU and CAU triaxial tests on specimens from different depths.
Thus, in order to compare the results, su has been normalized by the corresponding su undrained
at the highest available strain-rate. Figure 15 shows the stress-strain response and stress path from
the CAU tests, only. From Figures 14 and 15, it can be seen that the constitutive model is able
to describe the general influence of strain-rate on the undrained strength, stress-strain response
and stress paths for vertical specimens (i =0◦), which is considered to be encouraging. It is noted
that the model has also been confirmed in Reference [12] for St. Jean Vianney clay from Eastern
Canada for i =0◦.

5.2. Calculated and measured response—St. Vallier clay

In addition to Gloucester clay, the anisotropic behavior of St. Vallier clay is also examined. The
behavior of St Vallier clay was reported by Lo and Morin [2] and Figures 16–19 compare calculated
and measured behavior. The constitutive parameters for this case are summarized in Table IV.

Referring to Figure 16, it can be seen that the undrained shear strength of St. Vallier clay is also
anisotropic. The peak undrained shear strength of vertical specimens, i =0◦, is about 80% higher
than that of horizontal specimens (i =90◦), which is a significant difference. The EVP constitutive
model is able to account for this anisotropy using �=0.3.

Figure 17 compares calculated and measured deviator stress and excess pore pressure versus
axial strain for vertical and horizontal specimens. Results for other orientations can be found in
Qu [21]. In general, the overall trends in the measured and calculated response presented in
Figure 17 are considered to be consistent. Similar to Gloucester clay, there are slight differences
between the measured and calculated excess pore water pressures, which can be attributed to the
anisotropic elastic response of St. Vallier clay.

Figure 18 shows measured stress paths during CRS triaxial compression tests on specimens
at i =0◦ and 90◦ and calculated stress paths using both isotropic and cross-anisotropic elasticity.
For St. Vallier clay, the elastic anisotropic parameter, �, is 1.14. Similarly, Curve 2 in Figure 18
represents the calculated stress path corresponding to the use of cross-anisotropic elasticity in
conjunction with the EVP model (i =0◦). Identical to that seen for Gloucester clay, there is
improved agreement between calculated and measured stress paths if cross-anisotropic elasticity
is assumed.

Finally, Figure 19 shows the effect of strain-rate on the measured and calculated undrained
peak shear strength of St. Vallier clay. As shown in Figure 19, an order of magnitude increase in
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the applied strain-rate causes a 15% increase in the peak undrained shear strength of St. Vallier
clay. In comparison, the peak strength of Gloucester clay increased by only 10% for an order of
magnitude increase in the applied strain-rate. The increased rate-sensitivity is accounted for in the
EVP model by decreasing the power law exponent, n, in (8) for St. Vallier clay (see Tables III
and IV). The results in Figure 19 further highlight the significant influence of strain-rate on the
engineering behavior of soft-sensitive clays from Eastern Canada.

5.3. Discussion

Based on the above comparisons, it has been shown that the extended EVP constitutive model
is capable of describing: (i) the variation of peak and post-peak undrained shear strength as a
function of sample orientation and (ii) the effects of strain-rate on the mobilized undrained shear
strength of two structured clays from Eastern Canada. Both clays exhibit significant anisotropy
at the peak strength but limited anisotropy at the large-strain post-peak state. For Gloucester clay
and St. Vallier clay, the peak strength of vertical specimens is 40 and 80% higher, respectively,
than the corresponding peak strength of horizontal specimens. Thus, the effects of anisotropy
are significant and should be accounted for in the analysis of the clay behavior. In addition, the
undrained strength of Gloucester and St. Vallier clay varies by 10 and 15% per order of magnitude
change in the strain-rate, respectively. This is significant, and according to Marquis et al. [51]
should be accounted for in engineering analyses. The extended EVP model permits consideration
of both effects. Lastly, for both clays, the stress path measured during CIU triaxial compression
tests could be simulated with good accuracy if anisotropic elasticity was used in conjunction with
the structured EVP model.

6. GENERAL RESPONSE OF THE MODEL

The preceding sections described a structured EVP constitutive model and compared the calculated
and measured behavior of two rate-sensitive structured clays from Eastern Canada. The compar-
isons demonstrated the ability of the model to describe the rate-sensitivity and anisotropy of two
structured clays at failure. As noted in Section 3.4, however, the simplified constitutive model has
two limitations which will be explored below by examining the influence of strain-rate on yielding
in addition to the general response of the model for CAU triaxial compression and extension.

6.1. Yielding

Figure 20 shows a series of yield loci that have been derived from the EVP model using constitutive
parameters listed in Table V for St. Alban clay [3]. The theoretical yield loci were derived assuming
drained stress-path probes at axial strain-rates of 10−6, 10−5 and 10−4%/min along stress paths
following stress ratios, �=√

2J2/�′
m , between 0 and Mc.

Referring to Figure 20, it can be seen that the EVP model defines a series of yield loci that
expand in stress space with increasing strain-rate. The spacing of the yield loci on the �′

m−√
2J2

plane is governed by �=1/n (see Figure 9); whereas, 
o, and � govern the degree of distortion of
the yield loci on the �′

m−√
2J2 plane. Since �i and �s are isotropic and anisotropic, respectively,

the EVP model defines three distinct ranges of behavior; notably: (i) For strain-rates greater than
1/�i , the dynamic yield loci plot as a unique curve when normalized by �′(d)

my (Figure 21); (ii)
For strain-rates less than 1/�s , the yield locus becomes isotropic and elliptical governed by (3);
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Figure 20. Derived yield loci versus strain-rate from the EVP model.

Table V. Constitutive parameters for parametric study.

Parameter Value

Initial void ratio, e 2.4
Damage exponent, �d 0.3

Static Yield Surface Intercept �′(s)
my , (kPa) 17

Visoplastic strain-rate exponent, n 28
Permeability, (cm/sec) 8.0×10−8

Mc 1.0
Poisson’s ratio, v 0.3
Recompression index, � 0.07
Compression index, 	 0.75
Aspect ratio of elliptical cap, R 0.45
A (weighting parameter) 0.5
� 1.3
Structured viscosity, �s , (s) 6.6×1013

Intrinsic viscosity, �i , (s) 4.6×1011

Elastic anisotropy parameter, �=Ev/Eh 1.18

and (iii) There is a transition from isotropic to anisotropic yield curves for strain rates between
1/�s and 1/�i , respectively. Figures 9(b) and (d) also illustrate the strain-rate effects noted above
on the structure reflected in (13) and (14) for CRS triaxial and oedometer compression. As a
result, it can be seen that the modeled structure has some rate dependency, which is consistent
with the experimental results summarized in References [2] and [29]. However, if rate-independent
structure is required, then �i and �s can be set sufficiently low to maintain constant structure and
anisotropy for all strain-rates of practical engineering significance.

Secondly, as noted in Section 3, the plastic strain increment vector is isotropic since it is
derived from (3); The corresponding plastic strain increment vectors are plotted in Figure 20.
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Figure 21. The effect of structure and anisotropy on the shape of yield loci derived from the EVP model.
(a) Increasing anisotropy and (b) Increasing structure.

Based on Figure 20, it can be seen that the strain increment vectors appear to be non-associated
when referenced to the dynamic yield loci for strain-rates between 10−4 and 10−6%/min. The
implications of such an assumption are unknown; however, the impact is expected to be small and
insignificant for constant volume shear failure at the critical state and more significant for stress
paths such as Ko compression that result in yielding.

Finally, Figure 21 summarizes the influence of structure, 
o, and anisotropy, �, on derived
normalized yield loci corresponding to strain-rates greater than 1/�i . Figure 21(a) illustrates the
influence of anisotropy as reflected in the parameter �; whereas, Figure 21(b) illustrates the
influence of structure, which is reflected in the parameter 
o. Referring to Figure 21(a), keeping
the structure constant, 
=1.5, and increasing � from 0 to 0.5 causes the derived yield loci to
become more distorted on the �′

m−√
2J2 plane. For �=0, the yield surface is elliptical and

centered on the �′
m - axis; whereas, for �=0.5, the yield locus is distorted similar to Curve I in

Figure 5.
Similarly, for constant anisotropy,�=0.5, increasing the structure from 0 to 1.5 causes increasing

distortion of the apparent yield surfaces on the �′
m−√

2J2 plane (Figure 21(b)). From Figure 21(b),
it can be seen that given �=0.5, destructuration (decreasing 
) causes the yield surface to become
less distorted on the �′

m−√
2J2 plane eventually reaching an elliptical shape centered on the mean

stress axis, which is comparable to the behavior of St. Alban clay (Figure 5).
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Figure 22. Response of the extended EVP model during CAU triaxial compression and
extension for parmameters corresponding to St. Alban clay [3, 25]. (a) Stress paths and

(b) Normalized stress-strain response.

6.2. CAU triaxial compression and extension

To conclude, the response of the model for CAU triaxial extension and compression is shown in
Figures 22 and 23. The results presented in these figures were obtained by performing FE analyses
using (i) the constitutive parameters listed in Table V and (ii) cross-anisotropic elasticity. Three
separate CAU triaxial compression and extension tests were numerically simulated assuming each
specimen was consolidated anisotropically (Ko=0.5) to vertical stresses of 40, 53 and 80 kPa,
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Figure 23. Normalized stress paths during CAU triaxial compression for parameters
corresponding to St. Alban clay [3, 25].

corresponding to volumetric strains of 3, 8 and 20%. Similar to that described above, the FE
program AFENA [49] was used to simulate these tests. The FE simulations involved modeling
anisotropic consolidation for 24 h followed by undrained triaxial compression or extension. Figure
22 shows the stress-strain and stress path during the simulated tests.

From Figure 22, it can be seen that the ratio of peak to post-peak strength decreases with
increasing volumetric strain during the consolidation phase. In addition, a series of stress paths are
predicted by the model inclined by angle  relative to vertical due to the use of cross-anisotropic
elastic theory. Figure 22 illustrates the main limitation of the EVP model, which is the model
predicts the same stress ratio at failure for compression and extension, whereas, clay is typically
weaker in extension than in compression (see Figure 10). In addition, the model neglects induced
anisotropy. Figure 23 shows the corresponding normalized stress paths during compression. As
discussed in Section 2, the behavior depicted in Figure 23 has been observed for Bothkenar
clay [26] and Leirstranda and OnsØy clays [27] due to sample disturbance, which is known to
destructure clay.

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described a constitutive approach for modeling the rate-dependent, anisotropic
behavior of structured clay. The foundation of the constitutive approach is an existing overstress
EVP model [8, 9], which has been extended by Hinchberger and Qu [12] using a state-dependent
viscosity parameter to account for the effects of clay structure. In this paper, a tensor approach
similar to that described by Boehler [13], Pietruszczak and Mroz [14] and Cudny and Vermeer [15]
has been used to incorporated anisotropic viscoplasticity into the model, which has been shown
to describe some of the key engineering characteristics of two clays from Eastern Canada.
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Based on the analyses and discussions presented above, the following observations and conclu-
sions can be made:

1. The anisotropic structured EVP model can describe the effect of strain-rate and sample
orientation on the peak and post-peak undrained shear strength of Gloucester and St. Vallier
clay. This is considered to be new and should be useful in modeling the response of soft
viscous structured clays.

2. The new constitutive approach assumes that the post-peak strength during CIU triaxial
compression is isotropic, which is consistent with the behavior of Gloucester clay reported
in Figure 4 and Table I [16].

3. The peak strength of St. Vallier clay is more anisotropic (�=0.3) than that of Gloucester
clay (�=0.15). For Gloucester clay, the peak strength was 40% higher than the large-strain
post-peak strength; whereas, for St. Vallier clay, the peak strength was 80% higher than
the post-peak strength. In contrast, the opposite was observed for the elastic anisotropy
where �=1.6 for Gloucester clay compared to �=1.15 for St. Vallier clay. As a result, it is
concluded that the degree of elastic and viscoplastic anisotropy are not necessarily interrelated
for structured clay.

4. The anisotropic EVP model defines a series of strain-rate-dependent yield loci that appear
to be rotated on the �′

m−√
2J2 plane for the undisturbed material. After destructuration,

however, the resultant yield loci is elliptical and centered on the �′
m-axis similar to that seen

for St. Alban clay (Figure 5) and some other structured clays, which have a high void ratio
and liquidity index.

5. For Gloucester clay, it is concluded that both cross-anisotropic elasticity and anisotropic
viscoplasticity should ideally be accounted for in a constitutive model for this material. For
St. Vallier clay, the need to account for the anisotropic elasticity is less evident; however,
strain-rate effects and structure are significant.

6. The EVP constitutive model has two limitations: (i) The yield surface and critical state
functions are isotropic and possess a circular trace on deviatoric planes. This can have
implications for the analysis of plane strain problems and should be taken into account by
averaging compression and extension test results to obtain the slope of the critical state line.
(ii) The plastic potential is also isotropic in spite of the anisotropic strength. The implication
of this limitation has not been explored; however, it is considered to be minor at the critical
state and more important for compression along stress paths other than the critical state.

7. Lastly, since the model neglects induced anisotropy, it should not be used for cases were
induced anisotropy plays a more important role than strain-rate effects and destructuration.

APPENDIX A

A relationship for can be derived from the EVP constitutive equations as described below. First,
from (3) representing the elliptical cap, it can be shown that

sup =��′(d)
myp (A1)

where su p and �′(d)
myp are the undrained shear strength and dynamic yield surface intercept

corresponding to the peak state, the subscript p denotes conditions corresponding to the peak
strength and � is a constant (=Mc/(McR+1)). At yield and failure, the elastic strain-rate tensor
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can be neglected since ε̇
vp
ij 	 ε̇eij and the EVP constitutive equation corresponding to the peak

strength is

ε̇11= 1

�s
[(�′(d)

myp/�
′(s)
myp)

n−1] �F
��′

11

= 1

�s
[(su p/��′(s)

myp)
n−1] �F

��′
11

. (A2)

where ε̇11 is the axial strain-rate, �′
11 is the effective axial stress, and all other notation is defined

in the paper. Similarly, the EVP equation governing the large-strain post-peak strength is

ε̇11= 1

�i
[(sui /��′(s)

myi )
n−1] �F

��′
11

, (A3)

where the subscript i denotes the intrinsic state. Dividing (A2) by (A3) and rearranging gives

�s

�i
= (su p/��′(s)

myp)
n−1

(sui /��′(s)
myi )

n−1
∼= (su p/�

′(s)
myp)

n

(sui /�
′(s)
myi )

n
, (A4)

which for typical values of �s , �i and n is accurate for (a) the strain-rates used during laboratory
tests and (b) soils that reach the peak and large-strain post-peak states at approximately the same
stress ratio (�=√

2J2/�′
m). Finally, strain hardening of the static yield surface can be neglected

without introducing significant error (e.g. �′(s)
myp =�′(s)

myi ) leading to


o=
(

�s
�i

)1/n

= su p

sui
. (A5)

An equation relating 
o to the structured, �′
ps , and intrinsic, �′

pi , preconsolidation pressures
(Figure 9) can be derived using the same approach; Notably, for the elliptical cap yield surface,
there is a fixed ratio between the preconsolidation pressure, �′

p , and the yield surface intercept, viz.

�′
p = X�′(d)

my , (A6)

where X is a constant of proportionality. Substituting (A6) evaluated for the structured, �′
ps , and

intrinsic, �′
pi , preconsolidation pressures into the EVP constitutive equations and following the

approach described above for the undrained shear strength leads to


o=
(

�s
�i

)1/n

= �′
ps

�′
pi

. (A7)

NOTATION

ε̇ij strain-rate tensor
ε̇eij elastic strain-rate tensor
ε̇
vp
ij viscoplastic strain-rate tensor

ε̇11 axial strain-rate
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�′
ij, si j effective stress tensor and deviatoric stress tensor

�′
m mean effective stress, (�′

1+�′
2+�′

3)/3
J2 second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor

1
6 [(�′

11−�′
22)

2+(�′
22−�′

33)
2]+�′2

11+�′2
23+�′2

31
Ko coefficient of lateral earth pressure at rest
�ij Kronecker’s delta
E Young’s modulus
K ,G elastic bulk and shear modulus
v Poisson’s ratio
Ev, Eh vertical and horizontal elastic Young’s modulus
� cross-anisotropic elastic parameter, Ev/Eh
�,	 recompression and compression indices
e void ratio
�,n viscosity and power law exponent
�s viscosity of structured clay fabric
�i viscosity of the intrinsic clay fabric
Mc slope of the critical state line
R aspect ratio (elliptical cap)
l �′

m and
√
2J2- coordinates at the top of the cap

�′(s)
my ,�′(d)

my static and dynamic yield surface intercepts.
c tension intercept (dynamic yield surface only)
�(F) flow function
[�F/��′

ij] plastic potential
su undrained shear strength
�′
p preconsolidation pressure


o initial structure parameter

(εd ,�∗) state-dependent structure parameter
�d parameter controlling the rate of destructuration
εd , A damage strain and weighting parameter for calculating εd
ε
vp
vol,ε

vp
s viscoplastic volumetric and octahedral shear strains

Moc slope of the failure envelop in the over-consolidated stress range
su p ,sui structured and instrinsic undrained shear strength
�′
ps,�

′
pi structured and intrinsic preconsolidation pressure

� anisotropic constitutive parameter
�∗ anisotropic scalar parameter (derived)
� stress ratio (=√

2J2/�′
m)

aTij microstructure tensor
C�,Cr ,Cc coefficient of secondary compression, and recompression and virgin compression

indexes
q deviator stress (=�1−�3)
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